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WHAT 'S  HOLDING  YOU BACK  FROM LOVING  YOURSELF?



The Story Collector
www.mellys.com.au

It started as a poetically written journey, inspired by the hundreds of feminine stories collected over Melly's
Award Winning Photographic career, but it quickly become so much more than that...

Stages of Self is now a groundbreaking new Emotional Intelligence
methodology guiding you on a step by step journey to uncover the mind
stories holding you back from a better relationship with yourself.

Drawing on Abraham Maslow's theory of psychological health and
influenced by the analytical psychology works of Carl Jung, Stages of
Self combines Depth Psychology with the spiritual & emotional
awareness needed to develop a strong sense of self in today's society.

As you step through the journey of 8 mysterious archetypes, you will
be guided to uncover the unconscious stories driving your feelings of
fear, shame, anger and discontent that are diminishing your capacity
for self-love. Naturally and gently, the hidden strengths within your
emotional cycles are revealed, transforming your sense of self and
allowing you to banish that feeling of wrongness in your heart once
and for all.

This tested methodology has helped hundred of people like you to
stop tip-toeing around their emotions, form a healthy self-esteem
and develop the self-empowerment required to create a better
relationship with themselves.
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There is a story that lies deep within us...

A story that guides us through the complexity of our feminine experience and highlights the journey of
cycles that all woman experience. (And I don’t mean the menstrual one we are taught about in a sex-ed
video at school.) I'm talking about the story of our emotional cycles which are the pathway to true SELF-
empowerment.

But over time, in many subtle (and not so subtle) ways, we've been taught this story is wrong. We've been
taught to fear our emotional cycles and be ashamed of our emotions. We've been taught to hide and
suppress our feelings. We've been left feeling discontent with who we are. 

Is it any wonder that we have such a hard time building a better relationship with ourselves when this story
of wrongness plays out in our subconscious minds each and every day? 

But what if I told you there is nothing wrong with you? Your emotions are not wrong. Your feelings are not
wrong. The cycles you go through ARE NOT WRONG. There is nothing wrong with you. The only problem is...

You have not been taught how normal your emotions are.

You see our emotions are trying to tell us something. They are trying to show us where we need to liberate
ourselves from the heaviness of our feelings so we can start telling ourselves a different story. Not a story of
wrongness, but a story of self-empowerment. 

My hope is that this Assessment provides a pathway for you to find the self-awareness needed to view your
own story with clear eyes. And then, with courage, face the stories that are holding you back from truly and
unconditionally loving yourself.
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Universe,
Hear me now.
Unlock the path before me.
When I get lost, 
Light my way in the dark.
Show me the truth 
Hiding under my stories.
Banish this wrongness
From my heart, mind & soul.
I am ready for my journey to begin.
I am ready...
to love myself.

#stagesofself____________________
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untethered
 

Total this row:

nurturer
 

Total this row:

disruptor
 

Total this row:

sovereign
 

Total this row:

How often do I find the drive to
move forward in life?

 
____________

 
How often do I allow my passion

to really shine through?
 

 ____________
 

How often do I experience
pleasure in my life?

 
 ____________

 
How often do I understand why I

feel angry & bitter?
 

____________
 

 
1  =  N E V E R     2  =  R A R E L Y     3  =  S O M E T I M E S     4  =  M O S T  T I M E S     5  =  A L W A Y S
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How often do I address my fears?
 
 

____________
 

How often do I take 
responsibility for stepping up?

 
____________

 
How often do I create systems &

structure to support myself?
 

____________
 

How often do I understand why 
I feel afraid & restricted?

 
____________

How often do I forgive myself?
 
 

 ____________
 

How often do I do things out
 of love and not obligation?

 
           ____________

 
How often do I speak and act 

kindly to myself?
 

          ____________
 

How often do I understand why 
I feel ashamed & unloved?

 
         ____________

How often do I explore how things
could get better?

 
____________

 
How often do I trust in this vision

of what could get better?
 

  ____________
 

How often do I accept ALL of
 who I am?

 
 ____________

 
How often do I understand why I

feel doubtful & discontent?
 

____________

 

Answer the following questions using the scale below and transfer your totals to the corresponding pages:



untethered
IF YOUR ANSWER IS BELOW 10:
It is most likely that you are struggling to
understand who you are and what you want for
yourself. This leaves you feel as if you free floating
through life, untethered to any solid foundation.
You have a tendency to wait for other people to
notice you but, paradoxically, you are usually fearful
of reprisal and judgement from them when
attention is given. There is often a feeling of being
restricted from doing what you want as you wait
for somebody to 'rescue you' from your problems.

creator

The Journey from Untethered to Creator: _______ / 20

IF YOUR ANSWER IS ABOVE 10:
You have working hard on creating solid
foundations, plans and systems that validate
who you are and what you want for yourself.
There is a feeling of 'the world is your oyster'. You
are beginning to 'see and hear' yourself (instead
of waiting on others) and have found a sense of
stability and freedom in being self-responsible.
You love challenging yourself and creating what
you want in life.

Fear of others judgement
Fear of not being
seen/being invisible
Fear in general
Avoiding your
responsibilities
Staying in your comfort
zone/not taking
worthwhile risks
Not feeling like you belong

Address your fears
Challenge yourself to think
differently
Get clear on your
responsibilities & what they
provide for you
Know what you can & can't
control
Validate yourself (see &
hear yourself) instead of
seeking it externally

WHAT COULD BE HOLDING
YOU BACK:

HOW TO TRANSFORM THIS:
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IF YOUR ANSWER IS ABOVE 10:
You have been working on establishing an open-
hearted love that allows you to feel connected,
compassionate and generous towards yourself and
others. You have devoted yourself to giving and
receiving love, without shame or guilt blocking the
purity of this. There is a feeling of self-love when
you enforce your boundaries and say no to others
rather than a sense of depletion.

nurturer
IF YOUR ANSWER IS BELOW 10:
You are struggling to feel connected,
compassionate and show kindness to yourself
and others. Shame and guilt frequently get in the
way causing emotional outbursts. You have a
tendency to over-extend/sacrifice yourself in the
nurturing of others in an attempt to 'pull' love
out of them. At times you struggle with self-
forgiveness and often find yourself doubting the
love others show to you.

devotee

The Journey from Nurturer to Devotee: _______ / 20

Feelings of shame & guilt
Not accepting mistakes as
lessons-in-learning
Overextending your care &
compassion
Separating yourself from
others
Placing conditions &
expectations on the giving
& receiving of love

Accept the most emotional
part of you
Accept your past mistakes
as lessons
Set firm boundaries for self
& others
Be kinder to yourself
Be open to receiving love
from others
Embrace unconditional
love

WHAT COULD BE HOLDING
YOU BACK:

HOW TO TRANSFORM THIS:
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disruptor
IF YOUR ANSWER IS BELOW 10:
Although done unconsciously, you actively avoid
pleasure and joy and feel angry and bitter towards
those who experience it. You frequently find
yourself reliving past patterns and getting angry
that the cycle has repeated. At times you feel
disrespected for what you have to say so struggle to
feel safe to expressing yourself. You desperately
want to disrupt the status quo of your life and do
what you are being called to do, but usually second
guess yourself.

leader

The Journey from Disruptor to Leader: _______ / 20

IF YOUR ANSWER IS ABOVE 10:
You are developing an unapologetic truth for
what you find desirable and pleasurable in life.
You are learning to unravel past patterns that are
blocking these feelings from your life and
dissolving the bitterness and anger these blocks
created. You have found a sense of safety in
being you and are determined  to lead yourself
into new adventures as you explore your passions
& desires. 

Anger & bitterness towards
others
Defensiveness / Fear of
confrontation
Avoiding pleasure & joy
Not feeling safe to express
or enact your passions
Not knowing what you
value in life

Find healthy ways to
release your anger
Develop the drive to move
forward
Seek out & experience the
things that you are
passionate about
Create safe spaces to
express & enact on your
desires
Get clear on your values &
beliefs

WHAT COULD BE HOLDING
YOU BACK:

HOW TO TRANSFORM THIS:
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sovereign
IF YOUR ANSWER IS BELOW 10:
Trusting in what you know is difficult as self-doubt
and self-sabotage frequently get in the way. The
feeling of being lost, stuck and discontent with
how things are right now, often makes you forget
the sovereign power within you, leaving you unable
to move forward. At times you find it difficult to
connect with and trust your intuition. Due to this
difficulty, you often struggle with accepting all of
who you are; the good and the bad. 

sacred

The Journey from Sovereign to Sacred: _______ / 20

IF YOUR ANSWER IS ABOVE 10:
You have been working on developing clear
intuition and self-acceptance, and as a result,
frequently see and receive sacred signs from the
universe as confirmation. You have a deep sense
of trust in your intuitive senses/visions without
getting lost or stuck in the (sometimes) complex
messages. There is a deep respect for past
experiences of your life as you are aware they
have created the wisdom you now carry.

Ignoring your intuition
Fearful of letting go of past
expectations
Not feeling clear on the
next steps
Fear of the future
Not trusting yourself & your
wisdom

Develop a deeper
connection to your
intuition
Be curious about future
possibilities
Look for signs from the
universe supporting your
intuitive nudges
Trust in the future even if it
is not clear
Trust in your ability to
overcome anything &
everything
Trust in what you know

WHAT COULD BE HOLDING
YOU BACK:

HOW TO TRANSFORM THIS:
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stages of self

IF YOUR ANSWER IS BELOW 40:
You are playing out the internal story of
'wrongness' when it comes to your emotions,
feelings and the way they cycle. At times you are
fearful and ashamed of how you feel and often
discontent with who you are. It's time to embrace
the wisdom that your emotions are trying to
liberate you from the heaviness of your feelings so
you can start telling yourself a different story;
'There is nothing wrong with me.' 

IF YOUR ANSWER IS ABOVE 40:
You have been through many lessons and are well
on your way to self-empowerment and great
relationship with yourself. You are well on your
way to mastering that feeling of 'wrongness' and
now tell yourself an empowering story: 'My
emotions, feelings, wants, needs, dreams and
desires are normal.... because they are mine.'

Your Stages of Self Journey so far : _______ / 80

Fear & feelings of restriction
Shame & guilt
Feeling unloved & un-loveable
Anger & bitterness towards others
Feeling doubtful & discontent
Being erratic & unfocused

Address your limitations & fears
Face & heal lingering feelings of shame &
guilt
Find healthy ways to release your anger &
bitterness
Develop a stronger connection to your
intuition
Normalise the emotional cycles you go
through by learning more about your
Stages of Self

WHAT COULD BE HOLDING YOU BACK:

HOW TO TRANSFORM THIS:
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Total all your scores from the previous pages and enter in the space below:



stages of self

What is my strongest Stage of Self & what Stage of Self provides me with the most room for growth?

_________________________________________________________________________________________

Where do these archetypes show up in my life? Eg: relationships, work, business etc.

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

What can I do to start looking at my emotional cycles in a different way?

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

How could things get better when I do?

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

Prompts to help you create a better relationship with yourself:
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The spiral journey...

Now we would love to think our evolution from one archetype to the other goes in a straight line, but the
feminine experience is so much more complicated than that. You see, just like nature itself, we must cycle.

The seasons must cycle from Summer, Autumn, Winter & Spring before they can return once more. 
The moon must cycle through all its stages before it can go from New to Full. 
And even a flower must cycle from seed to bloom before it can seed once more. 
We never question whether these cycles are right or wrong. 
We accept that they just are. 

creator
Self-Belief
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Fearful & 
Restricted

How will I address my fears?
How can I forgive my fear?

Shame &
Unloved
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ings get better?

Where am I responsible for stepping up?

What foundations need to be in place to support m
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Why do I need to address my fear & feelings of restriction?

 W
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Self-Love
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Self-Devotion
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sacred
Self-Empowerment
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So to must we learn to cycle through the full feminine
experience of our emotions as a natural and normal
part of life. 

It is normal to feel fear. 
It is normal to feel shame.
It is normal to feel angry.
It is normal to feel discontent.
It is normal for these feelings to reappear again and
again in our lives. 

There is nothing wrong with how you feel or how often
you feel that way. There is nothing wrong with you!

The only thing wrong, is you haven't been 
taught how to use this cycle as your 
key to self-empowerment.



untethered nurturer disruptor sovereign

creator devotee

STAGES
selfLIVE YOUR LIFE

THE FEMININE WAY

of

www.mellys.com.au

YOUR FEAR? YOUR SHAME? YOUR ANGER? YOUR DOUBT?

YOUR WILLPOWER? YOUR COMPASSION? YOUR DETERMINATION? YOUR WISDOM?

sacredleader
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WHAT 'S  HOLDING  YOU BACK  FROM LOVING  YOURSELF?
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Who is MellyS?

Melly Stewart is on a mission to normalise the emotional cycles we experience so we can
stop tip-toeing around our feminine experience and create a better relationship with
ourselves. Creator of the #1 Best-Selling emotional intelligence methodology, Stages of
Self, Melly guides hundreds of women every week to stop tip toeing around their
emotions through her Online Community, Programs and Books. 

Through her work as a leading Women’s Mindset Mentor, Emotional Intelligence
Advocate, and feminine-aligned Digital Marketer, Melly teaches you how to uncover the
unconscious stories driving your feelings of fear, shame, anger and discontent that are
diminishing your capacity for self-love. Naturally and gently, she helps you to see the
hidden strengths within your emotional cycles, transforming your sense of self and
allowing you to banish that feeling of wrongness in your heart once and for all.

Influenced by the shame and vulnerability research of Brene Brown and analytical
psychology works of Carl Jung, Melly Stewart’s 18+ years’ experience collecting women's
stories has taught her the key to creating a positive and lasting impact in our lives is to
embrace the strengths within our emotional cycles.  Armed with this realization, she
created her unique emotional intelligence methodology that shifts women out of self-
sacrifice, self-sabotage and dis-empowerment into a self-empowered women.

Since becoming a mother to a sensitive and strong-willed daughter, Melly’s resolve has
only strengthened more as she has begun to see the generational impact of her work,
playing out in real-time.

#mellysthestorycollector    
#stagesofself    
#shedoesnottiptoe
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AROUND HER
EMOTIONS &
SENSITIVITIES

ARE  YOU READY  TO  JO IN  THE  CONVERSAT ION?

www.facebook.com/groups/shedoesnottiptoewithmellys

https://www.facebook.com/groups/shedoesnottiptoewithmellys

